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Organization Name Missouri State University

Incumbent PBM Vendor Elixir

Incumbent TPA Med-Pay

Main Campus Location Springfield, MO 65897

About Client Missouri State University, with campuses in Springfield, Mountain Grove, and West Plains, Missouri sponsors a self-insured medical and 

prescription drug plan that covers approximately 2,027 employees, 73 retirees, and 1,611 dependents.

 

With system enrollment of 26,000+ students across three campuses, the University is structured to address the special needs of the 

urban and rural populations it serves. Missouri State University, Springfield is a selective admissions, graduate level teaching and 

research institution.  Missouri State University, West Plains is an open admissions campus serving seven counties in south central 

Missouri. Missouri State University, Mountain Grove serves Missouri’s fruit industry through operation of the State Fruit Experiment 

Station. The University’s Extended Campus provides a variety of opportunities for study that align with the needs of today’s mobile 

student.

 

The University also operates additional facilities, such as the Darr Agricultural Center in southwest Springfield, Jordan Valley Innovation 

Center in downtown Springfield, Bull Shoals Field Station near Forsyth, Baker’s Acres and Observatory near Marshfield, Missouri State 

University Graduate Center in Joplin, and a branch campus at Liaoning Normal University in Dalian, China. Missouri State’s Department of 

Defense and Strategic Studies program is located near Washington, D.C., in Fairfax, Virginia.

The majority of active employees reside in the Springfield, Missouri metropolitan area, but some active employees and retirees reside 

throughout the country.  The University’s self-funded plans are administered by Med-Pay, a Third Party Administrator also located in 

Springfield, Missouri.  Effective January 1, 2013, Elixir was awarded the contract for PBM Services. Mercy Health Springfield Communities 

is the current PPO Network.  In addition to the direct contract relationship with Mercy, the University also has on-site clinic(s) and 

utilizes the Healthlink Open Access III, Freedom Network Select and First Health PPO networks on a wrap network basis.  

The University operates Magers Health and Wellness Center (including a pharmacy); Center City Counseling Center; Speech and Hearing 

Clinic; Learning Diagnostic Clinic; and Physical Therapy Clinic.

Total Lives approximately 3,700 total lives.

Plan Design and Clinical Rules

The Base Plan maximum out of pocket for prescriptions is $2000 individual/$4000 family. 

The Buy-Up plan maximum out of pocket for prescriptions will be $1500 individual/$3000 family.

Both base and buy-up plans participate in the following RX programs:

Generic Incentive – Covered expenses are limited to the cost of a generic drug if an equivalent generic drug is available 

when a multi-source brand name drug is dispensed. In addition to the coinsurance, the covered person must pay the 

difference between the cost of the generic drug and the multi-source brand name drug.  This is a significant increase in 

the incentive to use generic drugs when available and has been necessary to reduce unnecessary pharmaceutical costs to 

the health plan.

Other Copay Rules: Brand drugs that have a generic equivalent will be 50% coinsurance at retail pharmacy AND at Magers 

Pharmacy. All other drugs filled at Magers Pharmacy will have 20% coinsurance. 

Step Therapy - This program requires you to try a particular drug that is cheaper before you can move to a more expensive 

choice.  However, if you have already tried the cheaper drug without benefit, you will not have to try it again if you obtain 

documentation from your doctor.

Members may save an additional 10% when receiving prescriptions at Magers pharmacy. Members may also save by utilizing 

the mail order service as well.

Claims Data File A 12-month Claim file will be provided after submitting official Intent to Bid and fully executed NDA

Effective Date requested January 1st, 2025

Contract Term requested 3 years with initial term being 12 months

Formulary Type Requested Open and Managed

Pricing Type Requested Traditional or Pass-through

Specialty Arrangement Requested Exclusive via PBM or Specialty Carve Out

Mail Service Arrangement Requested Open via PBM

Retail 90 Pricing Requested Open 

Network Requested Broad National with Mager's (onsite pharmacy) support

Patient Assistant Programs Yes, Preferred PBM options will be considered.

Background and Overview

BACKGROUND



Support for reducing drug trend, which includes high-cost specialty medications by being flexible and open to new 

programs that come to market (i.e., drug carve-out solutions, etc.).

Goal of RFP

Primary Business Objective of RFP

Focus on a low net cost strategy.

Select a preferred PBM to delivery prescription savings to the client, integrate with TPA, and Clinic/Magers Pharmacy 

support.  

An Rx offer that backs up its RFP responses with performance & financial guarantees

Formulary management that takes into consideration both rebate value when appropriate and an overall low net cost 

philosophy.

 Work with selected and supportive health care vendors that include client, Medical Carrier/TPA, Leaf Health, and those 

organization(s) approved by client.

A culture that promotes a high level of customer service, collaboration, and innovation.

Ability to provide self-service tools to support consumerism.



CONFIDENTIALITY

NO SOLICITATION

QUESTIONS

FEES: $2.50 per net paid claim to TPA and $1.25 per net paid claim to Leaf Health written into the contract as a Consultant Fee

CONSULTANT FEES:

By agreeing to provide a proposal for services, the selected PBM agrees to remit the following fees to Leaf Health or an administrator 

identified by Leaf Health. 

RFP Process and Instructions

RFP Process and Instructions

In order to facilitate an objective evaluation, client requires that your organization respond to the requested information in the format 

specified herein.  Please reply with brief, concise responses.

All information contained in this RFP, as well as any discussions about this RFP, must be considered as public information or kept 

confidential as stated in section 3.0.1 of the General RFP Document provided along with this workbook.  

A formal selection process is being followed. Vendors are not to contact client on this RFP.  All questions are to be directed to Med-

Pay and Leaf Health as noted below. 

All questions regarding this RFP are to be directed in writing via email to mkinne@med-pay.com AND rfp@leafhealth.net.



PBM agrees to: 
Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed
Comments (if applicable) 

Provide client with all requested items of financial analysis, clinical/other product updates, reporting, 

data, management, and all aspects of plan management.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide the following at no additional cost: Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Load 12 months of retail, mail and specialty claims history from the previous PBM for continuity 

of service. 

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Accept and load a prior authorization file to support continuity of the established prior 

authorization process eliminating member disruption.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Provide all members EOB statements, at least annually. Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Accept open refill file for specialty and mail order claims Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Will provide client with all claim detail for claims paid after the termination date at no cost if client 

changes its PBM away from your company at any point in the future

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide prior authorization files to support continuity of established prior authorization process to 

avoid member disruption at no cost if client changes its PBM away from your company at any point 

in the future.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide open refill file for specialty and mail order claims at no cost if client changes its PBM away 

from your company at any point in the future.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a full claims file with NDC-11 detail on a weekly basis to both client and Leaf Health at no 

additional charge.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide eligibility on a weekly basis to both client and Leaf Health at no additional charge. Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a complete formulary list at least monthly to both client and Leaf Health at no additional 

charge.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

If requested by client and agreed by medical TPA, provide single Rx ID cards (combined with medical 

carrier). 

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide all Communication Materials at no additional cost, including postage.  Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

All communication materials related to the implementation activities will be shipped directly to 

members at no cost to client.  

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

After implementation, client retains the choice of having on-going member communication materials 

shipped in bulk to a single location for member distribution or directly to the member.
Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide client a copy of all communications before sending to the member. Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

 Agrees to: 

•   Allow client to maintain control over plan design modifications during the contract term without 

adjustments to discounts, rebates or fees. 

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Allow client the right to accept or reject formulary content decisions that impact plan design.  Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

•   Provide data analytics specific to client's drug mix and the associated economic impact of any 

formulary changes

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Handle all appeals (1st, 2nd and coordinating third party) for client.   Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a full list of performance guarantees that your organization offers with a proposed amount 

of guarantee dollars at risk.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a stand-alone performance guarantee that supports working with all vendors to successfully 

integrate data.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide an implementation guarantee with separate defined tasks for meeting targeted deadlines and 

goals.

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a detailed implementation plan for client. Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide a detailed accounting and explanation of any brand, generic, and/or specialty drugs being 

excluded from a retail, mail or specialty pricing guarantee

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Financial proposal is based on approved and paid claims only and will exclude all rejected and/or 

reversed claims. 

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Waive any monthly minimum cost. Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Provide reimbursement up to $10,000 for any fees a system vendor charges to the TPA for 

establishing connectivity with your PBM.  Please explain how TPA will be reimbursed for the vendor 

connectivity fees. 

Confirmed / Not 

Confirmed

Bid Requirements
RFP SPECS - General Questions



Activity

RFP release date

Intent to bid response date

Bidder questions due date

RFP due date

PBM selection

Contract go live 

RFP Timeline 

RFP Information: 
Client reserves the right to amend the timeline.  If they find it necessary to change 

any of the activities/dates/times listed above, all interested parties will be notified 

by addenda to the original RFP document. 



Due Date

February 29th, 2024

March 7th, 2024

March 12th, 2024

March 22nd, 2024

May 2024

January 1st, 2025

RFP Timeline 

RFP Information: 
Client reserves the right to amend the timeline.  If they find it necessary to change 

any of the activities/dates/times listed above, all interested parties will be notified 

by addenda to the original RFP document. 



General PBM Overview Response: 
Name and Description of firm 
(legal name and d.b.a., if any)
History 
(Background history, year founded, home office location, location of 
service centers, etc.)
Ownership Structure and Owners - Executive Summary

The contractor should indicate whether there have been any 
judgments or pending material lawsuits against its organization. Please 
provide information concerning the size of judgments, if any.

Submit a copy of your most recent audited financial report. Such report 
must not be more than twelve (12) months old at the time of 
submission.  Please label your attachment and submit along with your 
proposal.
Provide at least three (3) references for current organizations for which 
PBM services are provided and at least two (2) references for clients 
lost in the last three years. Include a reference contact name, email 
address and telephone number for each organization listed.

Describe your approach to managing pharmacy costs with particular 
emphasis on (1) your differentiators, (2) whether you are an integrated 
or standalone model and why you believe that is best (3) the value of 
your differentiators, and (4) the financial guarantees and protections 
you are willing to offer client differentiators. 

What services do you directly own?
(mail order pharmacy, specialty pharmacy, etc.)
Provide a detailed list and description of any services you outsource, 
including pharmaceutical manufacturer negotiations, account 
management, customer call center, etc.

Provide TPA, and allow TPA to share with any entity that is helping 
manage client's benefit program, with all requested items of financial 
analysis, modeling, clinical and other product updates, onsite meetings, 
dedicated clinical pharmacists, reporting, data management, and all 
aspects of plan management.  

The PBM will send a full eligibility and claim file to a TPA, or other third 
parties as required that can be processed on a daily and/or weekly 
basis to facilitate integration of pharmacy data with medical claims 
data and to support other initiatives, such as disease management. 
Please confirm if this eligibility file can be updated in real time.

Support member transition questions during open enrollment and 
prior to effective date (i.e., formulary, mail-order transfers, new 
prescriptions, prior authorizations, etc.) through call center.

Confirm client will only be billed for claims in which the drugs are being 
prescribed within the FDA approved use.
Provide client at least 90 days’ notice in advance of new medications 
added to your "specialty drug list" whenever feasible;  client reserves 
right to exclude the medication from coverage.

Provide a copy of your specialty drug list including LDDs with NDC and 
associated pricing guarantees in Excel format.
Confirm client's ownership of their claim data and associated 
management data (i.e. prior authorization data), and our ability to 
share with any entity helping us with our benefit program, at any time 
including if the PBM service agreement is terminated.
Allow client, or its third party representative, the access and right to 
audit all claims, utilization, rebates, contracts (pharmaceutical 
manufacturers and pharmacy networks), and other information 
relevant to their utilization.
Explain if you offer a “90-Day at Retail” Program. If “yes”, please explain 
in detail this program. Also, specify any special requirements the Plan 
would need to comply with, such as benefit design issues and state 
regulations.

General PBM Overview

Provide drug utilization review that is integrated across all channels 
(retail, mail, specialty, etc.) and will include, at a minimum, the 



Eligibility & Reporting Response: 
Describe your capabilities concerning analytical 

reporting, plan design management, and benefit 

price modeling. What is your estimated turn-

around time for these services? 

Do you have the ability to administer a combined 

pharmacy and medical deductible and out of 

pocket maximum?

Confirm all fees associated with data integration 

are disclosed in this RFP. It is expected that all 

data integration charges are waived or an 

allowance is established to support the funding.

Eligibility & Reporting



Member Services  Overview Response: 
Describe your philosophy on how you communicate with members via phone, 
web, etc. to influence and educate them to be better patients and make informed 
healthcare choices.
Does your plan have a 24-hour toll-free number for member services? Is it an IVR 
or does a real person answer?
What are the Customer Service hours of your PBM?

What are your Pharmacist availability for questions?

Please describe any Patient Assistance Programs (PAP) or Co-pay Assistance 
Programs you offer.
What is the average response time for general questions and how is this 
monitored? Is a performance guarantee provided for average response time?

Explain if you outsource any aspect of your member services. Explain if members 
speak to representatives that are not U.S. based.
Describe any other services available to members via the Internet or mobile 
device.  Is there a charge for these services?
Describe intranet drug cost comparison tool including formulary status and 
average cost per prescription.  Are these tools available prior to go-live?

Describe how your member services proactively make outreach phone calls to 
assist members when the following occurs:
 Prescription requires Prior Authorization

 Prescription no longer covered on formulary

 Member cannot locate pharmacy to fill a compound prescription

Please confirm if these functions are outsourced and if so, who is the vendor?

Member Services



Clinical Programs & Specialty Management Response: 

Will you be willing to provide a Clinical Allowance that client can use for 
clinical programs, DUR, member education, disease management, FWA 
audits/programs, or any other pharmacy management programs you offer?

Describe how you engage with participants and physicians to encourage 
acceptance of and compliance with cost management processes.

Describe how you make recommendations for the implementation of 
clinical/medication therapy management programs, and what tools you use. 
Provide a sample of a best-in-class clinical recommendation document.

Describe the following programs and include program scope of services, 
criteria utilized, and member and physician point of intervention.  Include 
savings associated with each program:
Therapeutic Interchange Program 

Step Therapy Programs

Quantity/Dose Limit Programs

Prior Authorization 

Over the Counter Education Program at the Retail level

Opioid/Pain Management Addition Management
Describe the disease management programs you offer, and explain if they are 
owned or outsourced.

Explain what programs can be implemented to control what compounds are 
dispensed for their intended utilization. Describe any cost control programs 
that client may enroll in to limit compound costs/trend.

Is your PBM providing any inflation protection program? What are the 
specifics? Does it provide protection on non-formulary drugs?
Explain how you define a specialty drug. What are the criteria for drugs being 
included on your specialty drug list and how often your specialty drug list is 
updated?
Explain if specialty drugs are available at retail?  At mail?

Please describe your utilization management process to delineate between 
diabetes versus weight loss diagnosis.  Provide an overview of any weight loss 
programs available and PA criteria for these products.

Please provide your PBMs approach for coverage?  Are you pursing a low WAC 
versus a high WAC strategy?  Please provide specifics.

Please provide your strategy on access for steerage to the newly announced 
low cost insulin.  Please provide your timeline for access and steerage.

Clinical Programs & Specialty Management



Formulary Management Response: 
Describe you formulary management philosophy and 

provide specific examples of how it is implemented.  

Demonstrate how your approach is different than 

other PBMs and why it matters to client.

Explain how many drug formularies you have, and 

what are the differences?

Explain what percent of all available brand drugs 

are excluded from your formulary (based on total # 

of Rx dispensed for plans with open formulary).

Describe your physician and member outreach 

measures in place to promote greater utilization of 

generic drugs and then preferred formulary drugs.

How often are formulary changes made and how are 

members notified?

Describe your process on covering and managing 

new to market drug launches. 

Please list each and every "me too" drug that is on 

your formulary (e.g. Duexis)

Do you have a "Brand for Generic" strategy?  In 

other words, do you prefer a brand name drug over 

a generic drug because of rebate implications?

What is your strategy/approach to selecting 

Biosimilars for formulary placement?  

What is your strategy/approach to the insulin class 

given the recent/future launch of manufacturer 

"Access Program" at a fixed cost of no more than 

$35 per month.

What is your strategy/approach to 

maintenance/shortages in the GLP-1 class?

Formulary Management



Account Management & Implementation Questions Comments (if applicable)
Provide a sample implementation plan, the amount of 

financial guarantee tied to implementation performance, 

and the amount of transition allowance being provided to 

client.

Describe your organization’s approach to proactive 

account service, including providing information on 

innovative and creative solutions.

Describe your standard response times for account 

services, including turnaround times for ad-hoc reporting, 

escalated issues, client's inquiries, problem resolution, 

etc.

Describe your organization’s ability to produce Summary 

of Plan Design documents. What experience does your 

PBM have in producing SPD’s and how can you support 

client's benefit program?

Describe your protocols around HIPAA compliance, data 

breaches, PHI and security around communication and 

data exchanges.

Describe your billing process in extensive detail for 

claims, administrative fees and any other charges. Include 

how often payments are expected, turnaround time for 

invoices and how payment is expected to be received 

(check, ACH, etc.).

Will you allow invoicing terms of 45 business days for 

client to pay invoices as per Missouri Statute RSMo 

34.055?

Please identify and quantify the transition costs, if any, 

which are the responsibility of the Plan.

Account Management & Implementation Questions



Specialty Carve-out Solutions
Please describe your organization's philosophy/approach to 
Alternative funding programs (including, but not limited to Patient 
Assistance Program, Copay Assistance Cards, International 
Sourcing).  
Provide any client facing sample reporting that coincides with 
these offered solutions
Please describe any fees or shared savings associated with these 
programs
How does implementing a program like this affect your financial 
guarantees/rebates/pricing

Specialty Carve-out Solutions



Response:

Specialty Carve-out Solutions



Category Leaf Health is Requesting: Confirmed/PBM Comments

Contract Term 3-year financial term with year-over-year price improvements, with four optional one-year renewals

Contract Term
12 month initial contract term for plan sponsor with 1-year automatic renewals with advanced notice of 120 days 

for any pricing enhancements

Contract Term Plan sponsor can terminate with 30 days notice without any penalty 

MediSpan should be the source of 
determining brand drug status

Brand drugs follow MediSpan Multisource Code Indicators of: M, N, O or include secondary indicators of MT, NT, 

OT, MB, NB 

MediSpan should be the source of 
determining generic drug status

Generic drugs follow MediSpan Multisource Code Indicators of: Y or include secondary indicators OB, OG, YT, YB, 

YG, MG, NG.  All drugs adjudicated as generic for a member receive the generic pricing terms and are reconciled 

against the generic discount guarantee. 

Definition includes: 

- Actual package size at mail, retail & specialty

-Utilizes MediSpan on the date of fill and actual quantity dispensed. 

-Individual claims do not use an annual average or in any way are calculated or adjusted or assigned an alternate 

NDC number.

- Two or more pricing sources are not used simultaneously for pricing adjudication.

-No re-packaging or re-labeling.

Lower of Logic 
If the usual & customary (U&C) price is lower than the standard discount price, the member will always pay the 

"lower of " U&C price

Retail Claim Pricing Provide specific Retail 90 pricing for claims with a >84 days’ supply. (if applicable)

Mail Claim Pricing All mail claims will receive mail pricing.

Pricing Guarantee level Pricing guarantees at the individual client level, not book of business level.

Pricing Guarantees (offsets) Pass-
Through

A surplus in one guarantee is allowed to offset a deficit in a different guarantee for Pass-Through offers (i.e. a 

surplus in mail generic can be used to offset a deficit in retail brand) 

Pricing Guarantees (offsets) Traditional

A surplus in one guarantee is not allowed to offset a deficit in a different guarantee.  Each channel must stand 

on their own (i.e. a surplus in Retail 30 generic cannot be used to offset a deficit in Retail 30 brand) 

Single Source Generics & Authorized 
Generics

All generic drugs will be included in the generic guarantees and reconciled as generics with no conditions of 

exclusivity periods or number of manufacturer restrictions.

Reconciliation

Financial guarantees reconciled on an annual basis and any shortfalls from the discount guarantee will be paid 

out dollar for dollar without any cap or limit on an annual basis. Reconciliation completed 90 days after the end 

of each contract year without any shared savings arrangement.  If a shortfall, this is paid to the client whether 

the client renews or not.

Reconciliation

No discount guarantee value will be derived from (1) the additional co-pay value in member pay the difference 

claims, (2) the AWP value from any compound claims or bulk chemical claims that are labeled and adjudicated 

under U&C, and (3) the AWP value from pharmacy input errors.

Reconciliation U&C claims & zero balance claims excluded from the guarantees.

Reconciliation/DAW 5
PBM prices and reconciles “House generics” (DAW 5's) as a generic drug and have a generic copay applied.

Specialty 
Generics on specialty drug list get included in the mail or retail generic guarantee (or, at a minimum, generic 

drugs on the specialty list should have their own specialty generic guarantee).

Specialty 
Provide a default Specialty Rx discount by therapeutic category for future brand and generic drug introductions.

Retail Network PBM's pricing offer is for their broadest national network, which includes all major chains.  

Zero Balance Logic

Turn off zero balance logic – A ZBD claim is one where a group pays no part of the pharmacy reimbursement 

because the pharmacy reimbursement is equal to or below the member’s co-pay amount.  

Zero Balance Logic

For ZBD claims, the member pays the lowest of:  1) sum of the discounted ingredient cost + dispensing fee; 2) 
participating pharmacy’s U&C; or 3) the member’s co-payment.  This extends to both retail and mail order 

pricing.

Mandatory Programs
The pricing offer does not require implementation of any mandatory programs. For example: mandatory mail, 

exclusionary formularies, clinical programs and/or plan design changes.

Unpaid Co-pay
Individual clients will not be responsible for any unpaid Plan Participant co-payment or co-insurance amounts.

Mail Order Postage Increases
PBM agrees to not increase dispensing fees or shipping fees in postal/shipping rates during the contract term.

Data Sharing
PBM agrees to share a full claims file with the NDC-11 detail on a monthly basis, at no additional charge, directly 

with Leaf Heath.

Data Sharing

PBM agrees to share on a monthly basis its complete formulary list, its full specialty list and which specialty 

drugs it has labelled as Limited Distribution Drugs, all at no additional charge. Both the specialty drug list and 

LDD drug list provided during the proposal or renewal cannot be changed by PBM until the next renewal.

MAC Pricing

MAC Lists- PBM agrees to use the same MAC product list at retail and mail with a more favorable pricing 

schedule at mail order than retail, such that the ingredient cost of individual product will never be more 

expensive at mail than at retail.

Outsourced Specialty Prior 
Authorizations

PBM will allow a third party to perform the PAs for specialty drugs

Prescription Assistance Programs
PBM uses an integrated approach to maximize the monies available under PAP programs.  If not, PBM will allow a 

third party PA vendor to be engaged and maintain pricing provided, including rebate levels. 

Importation 

PBM uses an integrated approach to maximize the monies available under importation programs. If not, PBM will 

allow a third party importation vendor to be engaged and maintain pricing provided, including rebate levels. 

Exclusions

Discounts & Discount Guarantee Calculations – PBM agrees to exclude the following from all contract discounts 

and discount guarantee calculations:  (1) DAW 5 claims, (2) member co-pays for member pay the difference 

claims, (3) member co-pays for ZBD claims, (4) claims audit recoveries, (5) therapeutic substitution savings, (6) 

COB claims, (7) DMR claims, (8) Specialty Rx claims, (9) 340b claims, (10) Workers Comp claims, (11) subrogation 

claims, or (12) OTC claims. Specialty Drug claims will be assigned their own guarantees and will be excluded from 

all other contract financial guarantees. 

Rebates The rebate guarantees are not subject to downward revision based on formulary percentage criteria, day’s supply 

criteria or change in drug utilization (i.e. less Hepatitis C utilization).

Rebates PBM pays the greater of: a minimum Retail/Mail/Specialty rebate guarantee or a 100% pass through share of total 

rebates (including specialty).

Rebates Rebates are paid on all Diabetic Testing Strips, even those that are filled by the PBM that may be considered OTC

Rebates PBM agrees to make rebate payments within 90 days of the end of the quarter.

Rebates PBM ensures that the manufacturer rebate sources that they are using to calculate rebates and passing through 

for this offer includes the following: (base rebates, incentive rebates, utilization/tier rebates, specialty rebates, 

administrative fees, management fees, program funding, postage fees for member and physician communication, 

etc....)

Rebates Contract rebate guarantees are not subject to change as a result of known brand patent expirations.

Rebates Please confirm which channel category HIV drug rebates are paid, specialty, retail, mail?   

Rebates Specialty rebates are paid for all Limited Distribution Drugs.

Brand Rebates All brand scripts identified in the claim file provided are eligible for brand rebates based on their respective 

channel . For example, brands that are multi-source brands (minimum brand claims guarantees) (whether with A 

or B rated generics), 100% member paid claims, etc. If there is ANY brand claim in the claims file that would not 

receive the expected brand rebate (minimum brand claim guarantee) in the spirit of this language - retail 30, 90 

or mail based on its channel for which it was filled - please list the drug, NDC-11, and reason why

Specialty Rebates All specialty scripts identified in the claim file provided are eligible for specialty rebates based on their 

respective channel . For example, LDD, new specialty drugs, 100% member paid claims, etc. If there is ANY 

specialty claim in the claims file that would not receive the expected specialty rebate in the spirit of this 

language - retail 30, 90 or mail based on its channel for which it was filled - please list the drug, NDC-11, and 

reason why

Rebates All rebates earned will be paid, regardless of the minimum guarantee per brand script, whether or not the client 

terminates. 

Rebates Will be paid on all run out claims, and such rebates will be included in the rebate reconciliation measuring 

guarantees.

Rebates Rebates will be paid on all applicable claims, and included in the guarantees, regardless of the level of member 

cost share

Rebates Rebates will be paid on biosimilars that incur a rebate, and included in the guarantees.

Medical Rebates If applicable, Client will receive 100% of pharmacy rebates for drugs covered under the medical part of the plan.

This Section Allows Leaf Health to Review The PBM's Responses in a More Succinct Manner

AWP definition

Rebate Items 



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Administration Fee Basis: (Indicate Per Script, PEPM, or PMPM)

Retail 30 Retail 30 day Network - Each Row Considered a Channel

Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Retail Generic Discount AWP - 

Retail Dispensing Fee Brand Per script

Retail Dispensing Fee Generic Per script

Retail 90 Retail 90 day Network - Each Row Considered a Channel

Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Retail Generic Discount AWP - 

Retail Dispensing Fee Brand Per script

Retail Dispensing Fee Generic Per script

Mail Order Mail Home Delivery - Each Row Considered a Channel

Mail Home Delivery Brand Discount AWP - 

Mail Home Delivery Generic Discount AWP - 

Mail Home Delivery Dispensing Fee Per script

Specialty

Overall Specialty Guarantee

Specialty Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Specialty Generic Discount Guarantee AWP - 

Specialty Retail Brand Dispensing Fee Per script

Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No

Do discounts apply to a narrow network? 
Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Rebates - Open Formulary Guarantee Retail Brand Per Script

Guarantee Retail 90 Brand Per Script

Guarantee Mail Brand Per Script

*Guarantee Specialty Per Script

*(Include LDDs in specialty rebates guarantee)

Rebates - Closed Formulary Guarantee Retail Brand Per Script

Guarantee Retail 90 Brand Per Script

Guarantee Mail Brand Per Script

*Guarantee Specialty Per Script

*(Include LDDs in specialty rebates guarantee)

Paper Claim Fee

ID Card Fee

Clinical Fee/UM Package Fee

Prior Authorization Fee

Appeals Fee

Other Fees

Traditional Pricing Terms

Pricing Summary

Additional Fees / Programs



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Administration Fee Basis: (Indicate Per Script, PEPM, or PMPM)

Retail 30 Retail 30 day Network - Each Row Considered a Channel

Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Retail Generic Discount AWP - 

Retail Dispensing Fee Brand Per script

Retail Dispensing Fee Generic Per script

Retail 90 Retail 90 day Network - Each Row Considered a Channel

Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Retail Generic Discount AWP - 

Retail Dispensing Fee Brand Per script

Retail Dispensing Fee Generic Per script

Mail Order Mail Home Delivery - Each Row Considered a Channel

Mail Home Delivery Brand Discount AWP - 

Mail Home Delivery Generic Discount AWP - 

Mail Home Delivery Dispensing Fee Per script

Specialty

Overall Specialty Guarantee

Specialty Retail Brand Discount AWP - 

Specialty Generic Discount Guarantee AWP - 

Specialty Retail Brand Dispensing Fee Per script

Yes/No Yes/No Yes/No

Do discounts apply to a narrow network ?
Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Min Guaranteed 

Rebate

Rebates - Open Formulary Guarantee Retail Brand Per Script

Guarantee Retail 90 Brand Per Script

Guarantee Mail Brand Per Script

*Guarantee Specialty Per Script

*(Include LDDs in specialty rebates guarantee)

Rebates - Closed Formulary Guarantee Retail Brand Per Script

Guarantee Retail 90 Brand Per Script

Guarantee Mail Brand Per Script

*Guarantee Specialty Per Script

*(Include LDDs in specialty rebates guarantee)

ID Card Fee

Clinical Fee/UM Package Fee

Prior Authorization Fee

Appeals Fee

Other Fees

Pass-Through Pricing Terms

Pricing Summary



Formulary Disruption - Complete 3T

Period Examined

Total Scripts Analyzed

# Scripts Positive Impact

# Scripts Negative Impact

# Scripts Moving to Exclude

# Scripts No Change

# Members Positive Impact

# Members Negative Impact

# Members Moving to Exclude

# Members No Change

Drug Name NDC-11 # claims in data file
# unique members in 
data file

Negative Impact 
or Excluded

If Negative, define
PHENAZOPYRIDINE HCL 75826011510 26 23 Excluded -

Please provide detail of each negative and excluded drug in the grid below:



Network Disruption

Pharmacy NABP Pharmacy Name Pharmacy Address Reason For Exclusion Number of Claims Impacted Number of Members Impacted

Instructions: List all utilized pharmacies that are excluded from your proposed Retail Network, based on the RETAIL claims in the data file provided.  


